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Versatile brushcutter, perfect for homeowners. Easy
starting with Smart Start® recoil system and fuel
pump. The X‐Torq® engine provide raw power and
excellent fuel economy. Comes with double harness,
easy loading semi automatic trimmer head and grass
knife.

Standard double harness
Standard harness for lighter brushcutters.

Grass bevel gear
Bevel gear designed with
high torque and the cutting
equipment parallell to the
ground for best cutting
performance

Adjustable handle bar
Adjustable and
ergonomically designed
handlebar for best comfort.

X‐Torq® engine
The X‐Torq® engine design
reduces harmful exhaust
emissions by up to 75% and
increases fuel efficiency by
up to 20%.

Fuel pump
Fuel pump designed for
easy starting.

Auto return stop switch
When the machine is
turned off, the stop button
automatically returns to
start position for trouble
free start.

Additional features

Combi‐guard
The cutting attachment combi‐guard can be used with
either a grass blade or a trimmer head.

Tap 'n Go trimmer head
Twin line cutting system with Tap 'n Go for quick line
feed.

Comfortable handle
Comfortable handle design.

Technical data
Engine specification
Cylinder displacement 34.6 cm³ / 2.1 cu.inch

Cylinder bore 38 mm / 1.5 inch

Cylinder stroke 30.5 mm / 1.2 inch

Power output 1.4 kW

Maximum power speed 8400 rpm
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Fuel tank volume 0.6 lit / 20.3 fl oz

Fuel consumption 435 g/kWh

Ignition module air gap 0.3 mm / 0.01 "

Idling speed 2900 rpm

Spark plug Champion RCJ6Y

Electrode gap 0.5 mm / 0 "

Clutch engagement speed 3800 rpm (±120 rpm)

Vibration & noise data
Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) left / right handle 2.9/2.5 m/s²

Sound pressure level at operators ear 98 dB(A)

Sound power level, guaranteed (LWA) 113 dB(A)

Transmission data
Gear ratio 1:1.4

Drive gear angle 35 °

Equipment
OEM Trimmer head T35 M12

OEM Grass blade Multi 300‐3

OEM Harness Standard double harness

Overall dimensions
Weight (excl. cutting equipment) 6.8 kg / 15 lbs

Tube length 1483 mm / 58.4 inch

Tube diameter 28 mm / 1.1 "

Logistical data
Packaging size, LxWxH1xH2 1834x324x310x114 mm / 72.2x12.8x12.2x4.5 inch

Standard equipment

537 33 16‐01 ‐ Combi guards

For trimmer heads and grass blades.

578 44 64‐01 ‐ Trimmer head T35

Exclusively designed by Husqvarna the T35 trimmer head features a semi‐automatic cord
feed system which we also call Tap’n go. The trimmer line is fed automatically when the
head is pushed into the ground. This means that the user always controls when the line is
fed and the line can be fed while working with the machine. The machine does not need to
be turned off or released from the harness while feeding is taking place.

578 44 45‐01 ‐ Grass knife 3‐tooth

For dense, and heavy grass, but not for woody growth. Perfect to use when clearing
undergrowth.

503 89 01‐02 ‐ Support cup

Prevents the blade from digging into ground. Two versions. One rotates with the blade and
the other runs on bearings for extended life.
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537 21 63‐01 ‐ Harness Standard

Designed for lighter brush cutters and trimmers. Adjustable, padded shoulder straps. Simple
and effective quick release on chest.

Accessories

578 44 76‐01
Trimmer head S35

Trimmer head
with manual cord
feed. The cord is
fed manually by
the user when
pushing the cord
feed button and
pulling the cord.

578 44 66‐01
Trimmer head T35X

Exclusively designed by
Husqvarna the T35X trimmer
head features a semi‐automatic
cord feed system “Tap’n go“
and ball bearing resting
surface. Features developed for
users with high demands on
durability and minimized
downtime. The trimmer line is
fed automatically when the
head is pushed into the ground.
This means that the user always
controls when the line is fed
and the line can be fed while
working with the machine.

578 44 93‐01
Tri‐Cut

For coarser grass and terrain
with stones. Highly visible,
replaceable plastic flails, safe
for use around trees and
bushes.

578 44 49‐01
Grass knife 3‐tooth

For dense, and
heavy grass, but
not for woody
growth. Perfect
to use when
clearing
undergrowth.

578 44 49‐01
Grass knife 3‐tooth

For dense, and
heavy grass, but
not for woody
growth. Perfect
to use when
clearing
undergrowth.

578 44 47‐01
Grass knife 4‐tooth

For dense, coarse grass, but not
for woody growth.

578 44 68‐01
Trimmer head T45X

Exclusively designed by
Husqvarna the T45X trimmer
head features a semi‐automatic
cord feed system “Tap’n go“
and ball bearing resting surface.
Features developed for users
with high demands on durability
and minimized downtime. The
trimmer line is fed
automatically when the head is
pushed into the ground. This
means that the user always
controls when the line is fed
and the line can be fed while
working with the machine.

578 44 78‐01
Trimmer head
Trimmy SII

Trimmer head
with manual cord
feed. The cord is
fed manually by
the user when
pushing the cord
feed button and
pulling the cord.


